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There is an old rift between ethical theory and environmental ethics. Conventional ethicists
are committed to human rights but have reservations about nonhuman moral standing and the
value of the land. Environmental ethics, on the other hand, got its start with philosophers
rejecting anthropocentrism, defending animal rights, and arguing for the equal intrinsic value
of all life. Common in environmental ethics is also a commitment to naturalism, the view that
the facts of biodiversity and ecological integrity entail the value of the same. While
environmental ethics is today rather multifaceted, these positions remain characteristic
assumptions in the field.
Kantian perspectives are a victim of this rift. In ethics, Kant looms large, and his ideas
represents progressive and humane values, but English-speaking environmental ethicists tend
to look at him as part of the problem, not as part of the solution, and this has tradition. Thirty
years ago, an indictment in Environmental Ethics denounced Kant’s ‘invidious humanism’
(Hoff 1983). Invidious is the restriction of moral standing to rational beings, de facto humans.
Nonhumans oblige us only when harming them harms humans in some form.
But a closer look reveals a more nuanced situation. Kant’s views on how to treat
animals are not callous (Wilson, 2004). His Critique of Judgment contains an argument for
environmental duties (Guyer, 1993). Some ethicists who define themselves as Kantian argue
that direct duties are owed to animals, because animals are capable of acting on preferences,
which is a form of autonomy (Wood, 1998), and because they have a good of their own and
are thus ends in themselves (Korsgaard, 2004). Svoboda attempts to strike a bridge between
Kantian ethics and environmental ethics. Unlike Wood and Korsgaard, he does not defend a
neo-Kantianism that tweaks the original, and unlike Wilson and Guyer, he is not just
reconstructing a historical account. Following Onora O’Neill instead, he argues that Kant’s
indirect-duty view is unproblematic when seen in context. Duties regarding nonhumans are
not of a negative, minimalist type – that one should not be cruel to animals since this corrupts
our humanity – but rather of a positive and open-ended kind, ‘because being concerned about
the welfare of animals enhances one’s own moral perfection’ (p. 47; cf. O’Neill, 1998).
The context involves two ideas that qualify the indirect-duty view. One is the idea,
from Critique of Judgment, that organisms are teleological centres of life. This is a reflective
judgment, based on observation plus reasoning. As Kant puts it (§65), organisms are
organised and self-organising and thus naturally purposive (Svoboda, p.104). Hence animals
and plants have a welfare of their own, and so they can be benefited and harmed.
The other idea, from Doctrine of Virtue, is the duty of self-cultivation or perfection
(§19–21; Svoboda pp.74–77). We should nurture our abilities, such as reason and
understanding, and strive to be better than we are. Our actions must heed the maxim of
benevolence (§25). Given this duty to self-perfection, we should cultivate benevolence in us.
Placing indirect duties in this context – the reflective judgment on nonhuman flourishing and
the duty to self-perfection – yields a Kantian environmental virtue ethics (Svoboda,
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Chapter 5). As a consequence, and for strict Kantian reasons, not mere neo-Kantian
considerations, one should avoid sport hunting (and rather go hiking) and meat eating (and
rather eat vegan – pp.128–9).
‘In cultivating environmental benevolence with respect to plants and animals, I must
actually care about the well-being of those organisms’, Svoboda writes; ‘Someone who
viewed non-human organisms merely as objects to be exploited en route to attaining
environmental virtue would be missing the point’ (p.154). Svoboda concludes that this virtue
ethic provides clear action-guidance (p.152); avoids the thorny issues of intrinsic value
(p.153); and is oriented to the environment in a non-accidental fashion (p.154). In sum,
‘indirect duties regarding nature are certainly not weak obligations. On the contrary, although
they depend on a direct duty to oneself, these indirect duties have far-reaching implications,
including a strict moral prohibition against causing unnecessary harm to non-human
organisms’ (p.157).
Does this work? I would say yes, but it depends how much weight one wants to lift
with this account. The scholarship is sound. Svoboda bases his O’Neill-inspired reading on
Kant’s words and gives clear textual evidence. He scores this point against Hoff’s invidious
indictment. He also makes a good case against the anti-anthropocentric bent of environmental
ethics, illustrated by the ‘last person’-argument, which meant for Richard Routley (1973) that
ethics can address environmental concerns only if it discards anthropocentrism and starts
anew. Svoboda offers a Kantian argument of why Routley was wrong. This is a
philosophically interesting result.
This result is also interesting since environmental concerns are different now. The
early environmental ethicists reflected on the then evident assault of human development on
the environment and made a rational choice under the circumstances, by effectively siding
with the environment, and its animals and plants, against human interests. To be an oldschool environmental ethicist meant to discard anthropocentrism. But today, environmental
issues are existential threats. The ecological overshoot, the collision with planetary limits,
and the destabilisation of the Earth system highlight a new reality: humans and nonhumans sit
in the same boat, and climate chaos may sink us all. The conflict then was between humans
and nature. The conflict now is of humans and nature against the free market. So we are in
the cross-hairs, too. This makes anthropocentric premises less problematic, since interspecies
conflicts pale against the market failure of climate change. Given the relevance of Kant’s
progressive and humane legacy, striking a Kantian bridge over the old rift between ethical
theory and environmental ethics is timely.
While an anthropocentric virtue ethics such as Svoboda’s succeeds in doing a lot of
work, it can only complement non-anthropocentric ethics but cannot replace them. We need
both: the former, because an integration of ethical theory and environmental ethics is
desirable; and the latter, because of the scientific realism of non-anthropocentric animal
ethics, such as the approaches by the likes of Singer and Regan. With the progressions in
biology, neurology and comparative psychology, there are no serious doubts anymore about
animal sentience and animal subjectivity. Also, there is no scientific debate anymore about
animal minds, cultures and conceptions of justice. All this is real: there is rock-solid evidence
for nonhuman thought contents, for nonhuman tool using, and for nonhuman morality. There
is a growing body of evidence, furthermore, of mammals and birds acting as moral agents
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(not just as moral patients). So it is not the case that only humans have minds, are endowed
with reason, and understand fairness. Assuming otherwise, the great Kant had simply been
mistaken.
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